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oDynamic Throughput in Distributed Multitftedia
ABSTRACT
Personal computing is cuf~rently underg~~'~di~l,~nhancements with"the current technological
advancements that have been made in th&'a{~~~O~ h~h resolution displays, Gllls (graphic user
interfaces), high quality sound and full motion video~M\timedia stands at the convergence of these
-'0 . ~.' • . .-..::..,_; i
technological advances. '
The pel'vasiveness of networks will result in a new generation of distributed services that include
II "
multimedia as 'the fundamental characteristic. TIle current hyper-activity ill the. commercial arena is
"
testimony to the future of distributed mu1timedias~Y'vi~s, The anticipation of the data superhighways
has led to an industrial scramble fined with takeqvers and acquisitions as companies battle to acquire
Ci! - - "
the,.in!ra<;tructure that will set the scene for the services of the future,
This l'ypbrt describes the technologies encompassing distributed multimedia ~~Nices. Video
compression hardware and high-speed networking is the brute force that is l'e(~ired to deli~er
multimediti( services in a dlstributcd envlronmenr, However, the large volumes of data that are
characteristic of multimedia information is the foremost problem ,in the realization of on..demand.
continuoti~~~a services. The success of a multimedia server is determined by the numbel' ()f users
that1c1anb~~e1'\f~~ SimultanoorlY1· A di~tri~ut~d s,ervice is not effective if it can only be used by ~,;
sma numoer 0 u~rrsat one parncn ar pomt ill time. \i,
The qriality ~f service (QoS) of a distributed multimedia application is c:",:)",~,bedill terms of spatial
and temporal Parameters. These parameters detccmlne the QoS of a multimediat~~livery. Maintaining a
constant level of quality. or constant throughput, requites a system that gualan('~es a specified
minimal network bandwidth. This requires a capacity based protocol that reserves resources for the
establishment of a rea~~timesession, The S\lCCeSS of a multimedia server depends on the number of
real-time sessions that can be established concurrently.
J) "
Dynamic throughput, or dynamic QoS, yields better network utilization by deliberately degraofng the
QoS of existing continuous media connections so that new user requests can beaccommodated. This
distributed multimedia approach involves dyn~.nically controllirig QoS parameters such as colour
depth, frame rate and audio sampling rate, It is obvious t~at a degradation of jhe nphy~;icaL
characteristics of a real-time service will result in perceived ditiercnc~sin video acceptability. Butthe
relationslrip between video message importance and video degradation is not ~hat o12.yiOU3.Through
(J
I
experimentation his possible to gain insight int0 what type of distributed video apt>lications will be
more susceptible to a degradatJon in data throughput,
o
0,)
o
0; . - . I, _ __ _ _ _
'Fhis pa~r examines the effect.~ that dropping the frame rate or a distributed multimedia application
has on uses: perception ..,Findings support the fun~amenta1 premise that frame rate reduction itself
leads to progressively lo_wer ratin~of acceptance, which erodes with each stepw,ise decrease in the
experimental frame rates. FUtthe~~. findings show that.,degrading the QoS (i.e, adjusung .the
throughput) of a. multimedfj! ~e~siQn has different consequences for the network bandwidth
!, ,/ .," "
requirements of different multimedia applications, which is directly related 'to the number of users that
"'can be supporte~ concurrently ~y a multimedia. se,rvcr. ~~s.!11tsare described in tenus of network
bandwidth and di~tributed video applications. \\ ·.r ~'~ "
Ii A ., \
Dynamic throughput of multimedia is by;;O means Un interm;~te step In the realization of
uncon~tl'a1ned; continuous media on-demand services. Adaptive alg~rithms will continually be
required since tllere are no upper bounds on the complexif.y of user requirements, "
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1. INTRODUCTION
('
T,elevisiort is theDlandmark of this century. We need it to communicate. We turn to it daily to be'
entertained" etiucated, or simply kept Informed of current happenings. Television sits at the heart of
01VU' emerging cyber-culture, It spans the world of the familiar. stretching far beyond to the bizarre
M~\~the bnreaL O~lrd~,sire to watch has propelled an industry °eager to deliver an overwhelming
ab~~dt',1lCeo£,moving pi~tures. Yet.1n this. the era of "high ..tech", it-is perhaps almost shocking that
th,~:~~~hnologi(~al infrastructure currently established fo~ the delivery of video information has
I, rei~e!~\~edmi##rrial change over the past 40· (Years.The micro.co~puter expl(l~ion that has changed
,.; eve}:::!'~thin~;r the wristwatch to the motorcar has yet to fully penetrate the televisigil. "
; liThe!'!bom ;l.ter distorts tbe act of viewing motion pictures on a screen as it has traditionally been
1\ I , " o
I ' flJClrClI~ived;so far. th~t it is now called a computer application, and not a television channel. In
I " . I,
I "bs~lej:~(le,Q. 'lirtua:t Mlevision (an application window) is constructed, which when connected to a data
~e!~~rork.elm be pro~ram~d or s~gduled. similar to the way ~hat television networks program
tb9b~Hne~ups. u I
The: incorporation of tilultimeaia into distributed applications is the latest challenge in the world of
digital computing. Traditionally s;parated technologies are converging to create new environments
that are. a prelude to the super-hlghways' that have sent telecommunioations, computer and media
companies into a bidding war to build the infrastructure necessary for the multimedia on-demand
services ~f\the future. The goal: to build a multimedia on-demand server capabl.~ of supporting an
"'.1
unlimited' number of concurrent users- Described as TY a In carte and virtual VCRs, these
distributed services have to offer more than traditional amilog broadcast television it they are to be
accepted as the services of the future. This requires quality of,service (Q,$) guarantees and a digital
J)
infrastructure "capable of supporting the large volumes of data that are typical of multimedia
\.":;) . 'c." .-' \'
information.
.. ". "r
The motivation for developingdigltal video communications is simply : desire. The humaii desire
to corl\rol the medium, rather tHan being controlled by it " the freedom to watch what you want, ~ci
<I ".
when you want.
The de~~l~ptIlel't of a digital video Infrastructure req~res ~ ~:?tegratiti~of ~dit!o.""J~lej).rated -:
technologies. Although the backdrop may be computers. tt IS rare tha,t networking experts are
experienced in the field of operating systems, and that data compression experts are'experienced in
the field of communication protocols. etc:"1Digital computing is the home of a vast ml!Q.Y~
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technologies from both -the hQldware and software arena. Continuous media stands at the
"convergence of these tec~qological advanctfs:
J
"
Di~i~'ll video, or continuous media. implies data that are time eonstrained. Digital video consists of '
tw'c. contin~ou$ media streams.'): l;ludio'1Indvisual. These data streams have to be delivered in a
u
predictable and synchronized manner. 'rext based services, by contrast, at{~.not time constraineq.
Te:lf;~that arrives at unpredictable times is still text. Its semantics are \1~~ffected by definition.
OJ.stributed services' that include co~t1nuous medi~, covers considerably more parameters than
ti:aditio~ai text based servi~es. Th!s;:r.eportexplores some of these parameters.
"
';:.'
A multimedia server.i or digitalwideo server, cis characterized by large volumes. of data. A
distributed multimedia system is described by data compression schemesr.resource managers
(workstation a1id network), and media synchronization me~hanisms. Network resource managers
maintain network resources by admitting user' requests based on available bandwidth and
established multimedia sessions ..Network admis~ic9ncontrol is, necessary since a new request is "
only admitted if there ~ enough network capacity available to crea~~ the new session without
affecting the QoS of .XiSi.! sessions. .. o. •
Resources need 10 bfl"guarl~lteetl f& the establish';';'n! o~ a re~l-tim. session. Digital video's data
requirements hllvf.fPbViOUP.implicatIons for network traffic. Tmditional network proto.cols do not
a.cco.m...m.o..date for data w~. ~ich are tim.e cons.trained. A capadt:y...•..based protocol featuring system
reso~"rce I;Pservation is ~ pproaeh that is the key to distributed I~ultimedia services.
(; '..
The QoS of a continuous media stream can be described in tel'm~~1of spatial and temporal parameters
[3,()]. These parameters include: colour depth. resolution, frrur¥ rate. audio~sampling rate, et'1\ A
continuous n:w.Jia delivery has to g(~ar~lnteea sustained level': of quality ~\ith fixed spatial a),d
temporal parameters. This requ ..ires a sustained ne~work bandwidth fO. r lIthe duration of the
continuous media delivery. The large volumes of dat~ characteristic of mu~;timedia information
causes net~Ol'k congestion probh:~trs when. 7pnS1derin~ the growing numbei!. of US~l'S on typical
distdQpted s;ystems. Acontinuous nl~ia'delivery,f()r ej~ample,owith the fonolin~Q(J~ l~vels: 24
bit colour. 640x480 resolution, and\~n frames llcr s~\cond for movie qUaj\ity"-:-PlaYbaCk~must
g~aran~~e at lea~t 221 Mbp~ t?rDU:hgUt~Or t~e.visual sr:ream alonr.~.(without lri?~.c~mpression).
V ideo compression schemes allow \:01' a g~~a~~rnumber o~concurrent use~s by 1icducmgthe amount
of data needed to be delivered for distribt,e'U multimedia applications. \'the problem of network
congestion is addressed further by a dY~1\~niCquality of service (dypamic Qo~) model for
continuous media services, Dynamic control\~f temporal \~nd s.:t)atialQoSlaramete~~! results in a
! \1 ,_
page~\
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dypam!c change pl'the throughput of multimedia delivery and is the basis of the dynamiq QoS
model. The advantage of dynamic QoS is ohvio\ls - less traffic means mor6~'connections. And the .0
c
more 'Connections a server ban pt:ovideconcurre~tly~, the more it will succeed as a multimedla on-
demand serv~r. Fqr all intents tmd purposes. dynamic QoS and dynamic throughput refer to the
same approaLi:pf bandwidth reduction. and these two terms be used interc}:lpngeably. 0
1 USER
Multimedia
Server '
2 USERS 3 USERS
Multimedi~
Server
))
Multimedia 1-__ -'
Server
o
By degrading the QoS of existing m\'l~,!U$!,aiasessions it is possible to free system resources so as to
accommodate, nev.;/user requests, The QuS of.existing sessions are restored when these resources
become available 'again. This.scenario involves reducing the quality' of ~xisting continuous media
sessions, i.e. dynamic throughput, inj,prdcr to accommodate' a greater number 0(, concurrent users.
Figure 1 illustrates the'conceptual idea behind dynarr: " OoS. The lines joining the multimedia
server to the user's workstations are used to describe the network bandwidth usage, or'throughput,
for the situations of 1 USC1\ 2 ~urrent users, and 3 concurrent users, respectively. This figure
." . . . '. D
illustrates that by decreasing the network bandwidth of individual multimedia sessions. it'is pOf"sible
to provide service to a greater number of concurrent users, Degradation of the physical
II ". . ". c'· //
chara~teristic~ of a real~timff service obviously results in perceived differences i~ video
acceptability. However, the relatioqship between video message importance and 'video pegradlltion
'"is 110t that obvious.
This report explores the effects of the dynamic QoS model by analyzing the "watchability" of
different motion picture scenarios for different frame rates. Watch ability is used as a composite
term to embrace aspects 9f user acceptance of a yidco message sequence, such 'as clarity and
I) ,',." •" (y
interpretive acceptability ot' audio, signals. continuity of visual messages, lip synchronization during
- o· . 1\
speech and the general relationship between visual and auditoI]' message components.
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A vid~,o classification schema ~VCS) was developed which categorizes video .information based on
three dimensipns :~jle Temporal rtitute of tIie data. th~ Auditory message content, a~d the Visu~
message content. Temporality describes the static/dynamic nature of a m'~~onpicture. Sports"
footage would be categorized as Hhigh t,e~poral datal' due ~o rapid scene qh~nges. Talk shows
would be categorized as "low temporal data" by the static nature of the talking heads~.Auditor! and
visual message co~tellt desc,1bes the importance of sound an~i~ase for different vfdeq it1formati~~n
based on some .elementary principles from psychology [18]. It is this."report's argument that
':'~ -',' - - - - - - - ,'; - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -', - - - () - ':'. ,'-,' - - - - - - - - - -, ' "
. differentvid~o,~~forfnati~n (Le. differe,nt classifications in the YeS) implies different acceptilnct( or
user w~h~pillty\v}~\) re\~ect to the 4ynamic QoS model.
High temporal d: ~g m~ demanding.on system reS()~ than low temp%,l d,ata. 'fbis is a
consequence. of th~ compression ratios that a~e obtainable for these two classes. St~c data (low
temporal) is more. suitfd:1for video compression methods that exploit temporal data redundancy.
One such video compression method is MPEG ['Z.lO,151 which uses motion estimation in its frame-,",
differencing approach. This was quantified by t~ompressing.'numerous video clips using Inter s
Indeo RTV 2.1 compression scheme under the Video ForWind()ws environment, It was found that
high temporal data consumes significantly more storage capacity than low temperal data after
~
undergoingsccmpressien, This exercise i1lustI\'J~esthat high temporal data requires ,.significantfy 0
more network banawidth than low temp ora! data, The relationship between temporality;
compression ratio and network bandwfdth requlrememsas describe/;;s follo",,:~: rf'
Temporality ex. compreS!i~n Ratl(i ~ Net",::orkBandwidth Required
\}
Furthermore, it was also found that the amount of resources requited to store visual data is far mote'
significant than its auditory counterpart TIl's is-'the reason that we are interested in the compression
differences associated With low and 'high temporal data. It is assumed, for all intents and purposes,
that auditory information maintains a constant bandwidth in the yes. G~tdquality audio is said to
require only about 10% of theebandwidth than its corresponding visual component, and can ~
'!. . '_',~' . . .' : . . .'. . . :. ..-.._,)
included with full motion video with little, if any, additional cost [13],
f) I', (I
/)
In the dynamic QoS model itis possible to alter tl1e't-ramerate of a condnuous media delivery which
has direct consequences for network throughput (traffic), It 1.5 obvious that by-,dropping the frame
\\
rate there will be a loss in qualit,y,_But techn:ca,l parameters are not the only de~tlmining factors in
establishing the watchabilityof video inforrnatlon in this distributed multitWdia model, Rather,
/! .-J .-
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more subjective and interpretive factors inherent in the user's perceptual judgments will playa key~ .. .. . .. . . ~
role in-user acceptance, "d <1
An experiment was designed to analyze user watch ability, of different video clasaificaeons for
different frame rate~~This 'was tlone by asking a sample .of respondents to make stl-uctured ratings
of test video mate1'ia1compiled in accordance with the yes. Ratings were based 011 clarity and
interpretability ot video content. By simulating a dynamic QoS environment using a stand-alone
PC. DVI hardware r6,1l,13~24J and a VCR, it was possible to gain insight into the practicali~y of
'dynamic qnS?'The analysis of the simulation's results provides imdJht about the net~8rk
bandwidth that will be required for particular distributed video applications. '
This report describes the effects that changing the frame rate in a dynamic QoS system has on user
~ perception, The .structure of the report is .as follows- : 'Ihe next section, sectien 2, describes
/~." " " ". <"I
multimedia and tberl~ted argorithms and technologies tha~al'e char.~cteristic of a continuous media
delivery. Section3Ipre!sent$ a brief description of a mUlti1'edia service in the context of dynamic
QoS. Section 4 preser,lt~ the video classifica~()n scl}e'inh. Section 5 outlines the details of the
experiment. Se9~i()n .6 presents the ol.lt~om~tof tile statistical analrrsis. Section 7~~~,(a~
interpretation ef lliese findings, Section 8 di~«sses the significance of these res~tfu'i'i1tfc\'ntext of
dynamic QoS. Finally. section 9 concludes. r-~-c~r
2. MULTIMEijl'A, AI.GORITHMS-AND TECHNOLOGIES
Muitimooia
There jare, as many definitions of "multimedia" as there are multimedia experts, The, term
"multi~edia" conveys different meanings to difi::::Jt people ra2]. For all intents and purposes.
multi!P1rediaimplies an integration of audio, video. graphics, animation and text.,Multimedia simply
:7
mlf41s two or more media. It canbe any of these in simultaneous combination.
~(_, )y
Is important to distinguish between Jpultime~6d multiple media. Even with two or more we
"\' "don't necessarily have what is known as multimedia. per se, but rather something better called
multiple media. This form of communication can be considered a parallel mix of various output
formats. Merna that is physically collocated does not represent multimq./,!ia. But integrated media
u . .,
(synchrcnizedjis what we are aiming for. A good'working definition [31] would thus be:
MULTIMEDIA := VARIETY ... INTEGRATI6N o
PageS .(
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"Amultim,edia system should supp,G\~a variety of media types. This could be as modest as graphics:,
and text or ~s rich as animation, auqio and-video, It is emphasized that this alone is notsufficient(i,
y - -
for a multimedia environment The'\variety of media types needs tobe 'integrated into a single
system frarof(work. Multimedia pre~tff immense opportunities for computing. applications ..The
introduction ofm.ultimedia can enhance the utility of many existing systems, There 2te alsO;',many
new areas of application which are made possible by the emergence of multimedia. Inopartic17'ar,
(, ,r')" "
distributed multimedia applications cOY,Dl' diverse areas [31] such as: \\ ( f
.'office automation ;l'_.\" v-~"
~'service industry appl~yations
.. retail applications "
IIdomestic applications
.. science and engineering
·,,cultural activities.
q a
IJ _ 1\' 'I,,:
There will he. an explosion of' multimlb~~v~~lications over the next few years. Many computer
companies are betting their futures on. m~1timedia [25]. However. nearly all useful multimedia
applications will benefit greatly from networking. It is emphasized that this report 'Concerns
multimedia ina distributed context.
\ ' ,..M ~ . •
Multimedia implies random access. PedWte generally absorb 'tnformation in (~~linear manner. 'YQ"l,l
. cagnof" extract the, contents of a book without reading it from start to finish. Reading implies visutil
~nforihationtransfer, Audio is another form of information transfer. It too is linear. You can't listen
to an erchestrs-recording without listening to an extended series of notes. Multimedia, on the other
hand, implies a non-linear approach to information transfer, Interaction requires a random access of
infonnatitm, Digital video technology is paving the way for a new televisiori experience. ~e act of
viewing motion pictures is not likely to change (yet), but the way we int~ct with the delivery of
video inrr~rmation will gain greater sophistication [29]. Greater user control is fueling a need to
provide itrore intelligent services to the famous idiot box. An important design goal of distributed
,J~'Jlu1timedia applications is flexible user irirerfaces 1271.Access for the handicapped. and multiple~~ . . . '. 0
language support are important issues. A wi1lIling application architecture should support user
int€;1aceadaptability.
'..'\
J~' ,
Multimedia is not restrictef~lyt:re comput~~;screen. It can be vicweq on television. Television does
offer interaction - the ,volume cart be changed. the set can be switched 011 and off, an so on. But the
degree of interaction is limited due to the nature of the physical device. A computer application
providing multimedia information supports a level of interaction th~t is based on the complexity of
Page 6
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tfib application itself. The degree of interaction is shifted from the computer manufacturer to the j.t}'}';:t
software developer. But the multimedia concept is genel1illy associated witWthe computer. and not '" D
o
the television. Sitting down in fro~t of your computer to watch the.news sounds as incongruous as
using a multimedia" television application.
Multimedia encompasses the world ~f motion picture. When you go to the cinema you can
justifiably state that you are viewing multimedi~nformation. But the word "multimedia" is
ge!lerally associated with computer systems. Staying with this convention, this report explores
(~-. . . . ."
multimedia with respect to computers and digital communication mechanisms ..
, "~p
The act of viewing motion picture cannot be considered in isoladon, The slogan ~ls always better'
on the big screen" is not merely a marketing stra~gy. The television.pffers a radical departure from
" the sound and image relation that is typical of the cinema. Television images are of a lower quality
ti ..' . . . ,~ 0
than cinematic images in terms of spatial information. This lack of detail is apparent, and toget~er
" '. . /' 1/
with the fact thabltclevision shows things smaller than they are, it has profound effects on the
audience's attitude [5}.
Television audience ccncentration is not encouraged to the same degree as that for the cinema. The
television aUdiRr~ceJsnot subject to darkness, strangers. large images [5]. Tclwision is Of%;'i190th~
principle eves \ It is treated casually rather than concentratedly. Although its vieweri~sustain'ed
degree of con~ftratiol1 is much lower than that for cinema, it has greater extended watching period
and more frequent usc than cinema.
!)
Sound plays a greater role for television than it does for the cinema, The qontext of motion picture
therefore ha,s to be put into p~rspectLve. The television has been said to engage the glance ~~ther
th;~n the g~ze [5], and thus has a different relation to voyeurism from cinema's. Television sound
presents a strange paradox - although it is an integral part of the motion picture broadcast, television
" manufactures provi~e spe~k~~s of poor quality [5].. even though tqp broadcast signal often has a
(i
wide tonal range. 'Television sound is massively geared towards the acceptable rcproduoction of
speech. The sound radiates in all directions. whereas the view of the television image is sometimes
restri6tcd. Sound can be heard whenJhe screen cannot be seen. The roleplayed by sound stems
from thefact that it is used to ensure a certain level of attention, to lure viewers back to looking at- ~\
the television set. Sound holds attention more consistently than image [5]. It provides a continuity
"that sustains across momentary lapses of aw:ntion.
Page?
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Th~ above discussion describes' a slightly different balance between sound and image from' that
which is characteristic of cinemtt'.[5]. But multimedia, on the "other hand. is ~rsociate<l with the
computer screen - not a televlsion, Although both are cathode ra~ tubes; the conrputer screen, unlike
(i: .' " . ". .,.,'. ,",' \\
the television, is not the subjett of casual motion pictu~e delivery. The cc.nputer screen is
n characterized by a single user sitting ve~ close to it. The quality of the computer screen Is much
higher than :that of the television. Crisp and brilliant images can be displayed.ls it being suggested
that the computer .sereen is similar to the cinema? 'rhe answer is no!
The advent of friendly graphic user interface~;; resulted in an explosion of easy to usc software
that tUO's in virtual screens or windqws. A desktop computer is characterized by multiple
applications running simultaneously ; separate (sometimes overlapping) windows that are typically
much less than the 'Full screen size. 80.a television application will not only run in a window about
less than. say, a third of the screen size ..but it will be one of many slmultaneous activiti~ that the
user is involved in. Thus computer sound wiltlave to play a similar role to that of television s~umil,
in holding the user's attention. Viewing a iliotion picture in a window will ultimately be one of
many simultaneous nctiv~ties.
It is empnasil.ed that the deliv, rJ of multimedia Information is characterized in the computer world
by digitalcomntimications. Addressing quantitative improvements such as doubling the line and
pi~el rate 9£ existing analog standards. like PAL or NTSC televiston, would seem like the most
? . .
obvious reason for the move, but "going digital" strives to journey beyond quantitative
Ii
enhancements, providing greater f\lnctionalhy inherently limited by existing analog, standards [16],i, . . .;_.. ')
Multimedia itPplies digital"data ~data that can Q.carchived and accessed by the use of tools which
are efficient and easy to use (similar to the way that information is stored and retrieved ftLm a data
'"J base). c
In the computer world, multimedia represents a combination of digital information, deUyered by
digital means. Analog. information delivt;ty {\111\J~'·~a linear schedule. There is no way to search
through a video database other than by viewing a collection of crudely labeled video tapes.
Annotation of analog video material is difficult. It is not possible to "write inthe margins" of a
o . t~
video tape so that comments on a particularvideo segment can he passed on to others [16}. Editing-
video tape at the consumer level is not a popular activity. Digital representation of information is
coupled with tools that allow the editing process to be significantfy simpler. Think of how easy it is
to Insert a word into a piej)eof text u:\. ) a word processor. An analog compariscnincludes ink and
correction fluid ~an obfous limitation. '" C
PageS
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Finding specific information is
o
a .tedious and time consuming event in the analog world.
Multimedia's success stems, from jhe potential "offered in digital storage and delivery of
Ii
information. In tile future. it will be able to locate specific multimedia information by the symbolic
recognition of di~?rete~bjectS In different media, Furthermore, digital representation 01 cominuous
media implies [9,16,19] :
tl random access ()
• compression of information
• encryptiqn of infa rmatien
e uncompromised duplication of data.
Cori1preS$ion
The audio bandwidth for high-quality stereo sound is about 20 kHz which requires approximately
1.4 Mops to be, carried over a digital network, The bandwidth requirement for broadcast-quality
video, on the other hand, is about 10 Mbps, at;l,dmore than 100 Mhps for HD1V (2]. Because good
quality audio only requiresfbout 10% or so of videc' bandwidth. and §torag~~~~cessing
G requlrements.'we are only g(~ing to look at compression.in the visual d~litlain. Tr-.~addi(~)1al.cost
-for including audio in a real-time multimedia delivery can be achieved with little. if any, additional,
..' ;\ ~cost [13}. .
;J r,
Compresston in the spatial d0111ain pertains to stilt images and is known as .inter-frame
compression. while compression in the te_mpol'aldomain pertains to ,n sequence of images (that exist
\~._/
in time) and is known as inter~fBlme compression.
Compression algorithms take advantage of.both spatial I~nd temporal characteristics of an image
sequence by exploiting the redundancies between indt'0.tlual frames in the sequence [6], and the
no~1inea~ities of human vision [2]. The eye is far more receptive to brightness variation than it is to
changes in colour information. Luminance signals are consequently sampled with a higher
resolution. Furthermore. the eye is less sensitive to images with high Hpatial frequency than with
low spatial frequency. An image formed by all alternating spatial signal of black and white, for
example, would be seen by the human viewer as a uniform gray instead of the alternating
checkerboard pattern (the technique used in dithering), Exploiting this deficiency is achieved by
" codin:? the high frequency coefficients with fewer bits and the low ones with more bits.
f)
Two standards exist for still and sequential image compression, these are the Joint Photographic
Experts. Group (JPeO) for still image compression. and the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG)
for full-motion compression of continuous media [2010,15]. JPEO image compression is transform
';:1 "
Puge9
'J
~
\" ""..",
based. Each of an image'; ROB co~p(mentS are divided into blocks of 8 'by 8 pixels and then
transformed using the two ...di'tnepsion~l discrete cosine tta:Jlsfonn (DCT). 'MPEG specifiesca data
rate of under 1.5 MB/s by exploiting inter-frame redundancies between image sequences (frame
difference compression). MPEG 39tuaUy addresses 'audio c0~ef-ession and visual and. auditory
synchronization. MPEG~Audio specifies auditory compression or a digital audio signal at.ratesof
64$ 128 and 192 Kbps. MPEQ,.System addresses the issue of media synchronization, MPEG·Video
the fulLname fo~:~thecomponent that deals with motion picture compression (MPEG and MpEG-
Video are generally used in literature intetcliiingeaply).
~l
IJ
1/ .~
s~mimage compression (intrawframe) is conceptually mrife complIcated than sequential image
compression (inter~frame). Still images use spatialimage compression to compress the information
"" .... (). . .·0 'C
within a single picture frame. Sequential images require temporal compression to compre$'5
information between a sequence of-picture fr~mes. Stili Cil1lag~~o¢p;ession ;lgorithms arc
characterfzed by the following 3 criteria:
(1) Compression ratio o
~. ,':'" ,_.s!~e of odt.\inal ima,se -:
compression ratio -·$'~zeof compressed image
i·QThis ratio gives an irl~ication of how mucl10compl'es~ion is"achievetl for a particular image.
Most algorithms have a typicall'ange of compression ratios 1:13l1tthey can achieve over a 'Variety,
G i'i "
of images. Beca':lse of this, it is usually more useful to look at an average compression ratio for
", a particular nfe:thod~Generally. the higher the compl'cssion ratio, the poorer. the quality of the
o ''1) . . . ." ... .. . . . ..;i
resulting jmag511The tradeoff between compression mHo and picture quality is all important
Q one to ~~m~iI(~17)~her.lcompressing images. Funhermore, some compression schemes ptodU2\'r
compression :ratigs'lhat arc highly dependent on "the image content. For example, a highl~\
',,'\
detailed image of a crowd at a football game may produce a very small ratie, whereas art image
of a pure blue sky may pro~uce a very high compr~ssiqn ratio.
c I}
o
(2) Image quality \
Compression schemes can be classified as being lossy OrJossl~ss. Lossless schemes preserve
the original data. Lossy schemes do not preserve th~ o;igin~ldata - picture infOrmation is lost,
and it cannot be recovered after' compression, Lossy schemes attempt to remove picture ,,\,\\\~;
information the viewer. is apt not to notice, As more and more picture information is removed, '"
the plctUl'e quality decreases." c
\ IJ)
-:::'
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(3)C()mpressio~YDecompression spe&l
.?') '\\ i~ . '.)
\)
..
"
This is aefitled as the amount 'Of time required to encode and decode a picture, respectiyely.~ . ~
This time d~pends,on : "'
tllP :omplexJty of tpe compr~sslonalgorithm
_.the efficiency o~ith~(impfumentation of the algoritlufi
- the speed of fue utilized hardware
Itylobvious tli~~ithbJ~t~r vompressionldec~mpression operations ran be performed, tM better",
Fast CQmpr~sSiGli:}ncr~~;es.the speed with which material can be created, Fast d~,coml?ression
time increases the'iip~e:awith which the user can display and interact with images. '
j~ . OJ
Ii i
~ ~
Tll~te is arc many different a~proachesto spntial image l,;ompressi{mf)DCT~hased (discrete cosine,
transform) methods are thell10st common, but other methods do exist. Fractal-based compression
i'
[10,32]. for example, is said to achieve very high compression ratios for natural scenes where the
underlying structure is very conducive to this approach. Temporal compression, on the other hand,
" 11 '
is generally implemented along the lines of frame difference compression, i.e. the MPEG approach
of exploiting inter~~,an:\e redundancies, This approach requires a key frame, or reference frame, to
I, .. (! (r. ..'... . . .. '
he used as the reference point for. a specific number of sequential frames that follow directly
anerwards, Note that the reference frame itself requires still image compression, Ii
Analog to Digital- .,~ _._.. . ......
0 0 0 8
0 0 " 8 8
0 8 8 4
'l
8 8 4
,.
4
"
«
Figure .2 ,.Digital representation of an analog image
(\
\\
A still image is first digitized to form a rectangular matrix of discrete positive integers. These
integers represent the colours in the originRl image. This is classi£,llly known as digitizing all
~ . " ~
(analog) image. and is'Illustrated i!!:cFigure 2. This figure represents a simplistic image as ai4 by 4
1\
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matrix (IJ gray levels, and will be used to illustrate Jhe ,prin~iple of OCT -based image ~omprcssion
(JPEG) •.~\)
o
o
/J
::!)
~'68 -23, '!;~ ~30
c
~23 ·28 17 3,;,
~4 17 20 -11
0
~3 3., -11 ~12
Fig~re 4 • Zigzag sean, linear ~preseritation and quantii~tiQn
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"Figure 3 shows how the oct maf)s ,1;Ul image fronll.he SP\,tial domain to the frequency domain. Itis
r • i .'
a misconception that the DCT i~seJ.fresults in coltlpressi0!l~.pf dat;,l needed to represent a~)image.
The D<:,(, simply ~XPletts, tb1 ~~.~t,th~t" the,hUIl'l~ is less sensitive-to high-frequency
camponents, tind thus tlfese datallcan be e.liil!ifiate~wtfiCf1wiU then result j') data compression.
c !i 'I.." I / '
o ; i" ,', .. \\ .0 ·~..f
, In Figure 4. the,transfo~ed da;ta is scanned in Z~$2'.ag fashion l'esultillg in a column vector which
represents the original matrix i{lljjJear form. The column vector then undergoes quantization. In this
~ scenario, quantization simplylnvolves dividing by "10. High~frequency ooefficiests subjectively
Ii matter less thanlog ..frequency ones and mai'thus he quantized more coarsely [2]. The zigzag scan
\;.. " Ii. . . ,<
results in the quantized coeffici~nts being approximately arranged in order of ascending freqLt{~ncy.
Note that division by 1Q results in lossy compression since the diviser is rounded off. "
. ," .. " .::.:"
o
o
I',
\.~,
}~uffman varlable~lengili...coding ....
\;I') Huffman Tnb~e
,(7
o
11110
" 101"
101
Q "
0114100
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cl1{l
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100
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100
o
ti' = most frequently used
+ = least frequently used
Figure 5 ..Huffman coding
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The quantized column vectOl: is then encoded using Huffman style ¢ocling, This al'fIA\iach is a well '0
(, . "" . I:'
l<:uown means of reducing the number of biL~needed to represent a data set 'Yithout·losmg any
information. Notice from Figure 5 h~\v thc,most frequently used data g~t enc()d~dwit4, the least
tiumber of bits. "1hef'resulting data compression should become clearly apparent, Figufff:-6 fu~ther
illustrates the principle· of Huffman encodlng, Tree traversals are greater far data, coded Vv'ith more
, .. '. ."..,' . ," ,0' . /;:. ;. '), _ _ _ (l. " ,,<::::; . . .:" , " I) _ , . -,I
bit.l).:The most frequently used data are coded: with the least number of bits 'and therefore eet
\(i
{i' '
decoded with the least nurnJ:>el'of travefsal~
o '_;," -
n
"
" ()". ,,<) )
it i-s emphasized ~'I1t the"DCT process does not result in data ~ompl:l1Ssion, T~C'l', does liow~Jbr
.- ,- . ,) - _,:::::-'" ';;:
represent data in a differen; domain which is more conducive to compression based 011 techniques
such as f{uffman encoding. To reconstruct 'an image (rom 'i~ reduced data representation the reverse
process is followed whereby the Huffman encoded data ts firstly decoded Into an irteger column
vector. This vector is then inversely quantized (for our example,this would imply trl~ttiplication by
10). Note th'bt the resulting"-data is" lossy due ..to the initial quantization w,;lich rounded of~e c" (/
odginaldata. This vector i~then reassembled-iirtoa matri.x after an irrv..erse'zigzag scan is a.'~!ljeil"
Finally. an inverse OCT operation yields the original, albeit lossy.'image. l
IS 'I ","I II
"
o
Figure 6 • Coding.tb".",,,,,t frequemly used did" with thelJ number of bi4
,)
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The abov~.e~amPl':""simp!Jedf~r illu$!f<ltion pur: ses, Typically Ill! image is divided i~to 8 by
8 non ..ov~~lapping blocks of Pifcls and the above process is a~pli~d to each block. This is the basis
for the JPE,o<a...p•proa.Ch to .~S.tijlimage .com.p.reS...SiO.n• ,/1 is' alSOP. <mn.ent to. MPE.G.CO.m..,IF....SSiO.ril
because c~h reference or key frame requires spatial compression. Where 1'vtPEGcompression tak~
a radi~al de"'")"'" from X:' I-u: its....e.x...pl1~tat.iO~ ofinter~fr~e redundanCieS"~em~m~er.th.t
JPEG.IS only u~~d fors~~tia1°jf Sti111m~H!~-p;~jnpresslOn. 0 o r-
MPEG specifies a tekrence ~am",peri0d. i:e. a fratI!'\ which serves as' reference point fbr a
sequence of ~rames that folloJ\ it directly. The' e"perim~pU work performed in this report used a
frame difference compression'~fheme (similar to MPEG) that used a reference frame period of 1 in
20. Each frame between 7 l'e~ [ence frames can be ~ferred to as a moti~9 vector. :ach ~f these
vectors represents the spatial di feret\ce between that frame and the 1'9ference frame. By coding only
the frame differences. i.e, motio\h vectors, in an image sequence, it ~}lea{that a high compression
of data. can res~lt. However, thi~ approach is highly dependent on, the nature of an image sequence
(as discussed throughout thi& rrPort). By compressing e~ch motion ~;~~ctoragain with the JPEO
scheme a further data compr~~Sion result." This is~:avery simple overview of motion picture
compression. In practice, MP~pmay appear sIight1~~more complicated. although its conceptual:::::: :::~::jl:~-, '. c.
~ 0 ,
Audio and video are perceive~1 as changing continuously over time, ana aretherefore known as
continuous m(~ia. These ni~dial~fu.echaracterized b~ftiirge volumes of data and are typical of mass:
market informatio~, ~~rviCes s~ rh as television, stereo hi-fi and t¥lephone. But continuous media
and ~ompu~~sy~te)Us dO,n~nrexist :asiIY~1]. Processors: buses and tletwo~kS m~y nO,talways
provide the real-time perrodh ee that IS required to handle time-based or continuous media. In the
future, computer systems ,1wHl i~'Clude a facility for VO of continuous media ~d,eiivt;).'Yto anlfrom a
user's workstation. However, Isince multimedia, <~o't.:lsistsof different 'media in simultaneous
combination, explicit synchrorij~ation mechanisms are necessary so'that multiple media streams ca,W
proceed "tightly". \ ( " G v •.
I II .' If "
Considering that computer app (ications can be interactive. sym::hronii~tion is necessary nearby the
sink .:)1' t~e m~ltimedia strea~fs. [281. A 'user could pOSSibly,~peed u~t;Slow. down, o.r re,peat' a
multimedia delivery, analogou1r to the way one controls a VCR~ These mteracnons provide further
-reasons for the inclusion of ~~xplicit synchronization mechanisms. This scenario relies on the
independence of different medil~and introduces greater flexibility with respect to user requirements.
II "
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It should be possible." for example, to play an audio Tragmer~t '(without haviRg to access the
, .. ') ;
ccsrespondlng' images. ·'Ii,.
Conceptually. synchronizati01;' carl be described by using the COtrlb1onlyknown semaphore with "
states'such as'busy and' waiting. This simplistic view can then.lll.>e extended to form a glob'al
synchronization mechanism in a distributed multimedia environnjent, There are many technical
reasons why explicit synchtonizatiQnis ~eedea [1], and.include : I:" (.\ ".,
<& network delays may cause the de~vel"J of related media streams to,skew
" 0, ./--",(J
c ,'. motion picture fraDles are often buffered~ because ,of .the higMy pipelined i~§J2)'re"of ;;video
decompression hFdw~,~ and ~udio samples. QJ;l the other hand, can be played as soon as they are
received, ,
.. scarcity of system resou(fCcs may cause ai\,I10 stream-to .4starve" and skewing will worsen if I/O
-_, .. . . ';. .~
continues on one stream ana not another
Continuous media streams can be viewed as a sequcn~ ISfi?unitsthat must be coordinated in time on
~) ._. (b," 0'
a global time system within the distribute¢system:;~;~<::h'Unitharan associated non-negative time
stamp. Thjs gives itits ternporal' (i~Iter-fr~r) pos~tfghin the stream. An LTS (logical time system)
[1] is constructed whereby I/O on each logical device.js synchronized t9.Jhe LTS. The ti11:1ing
resolution is determined by the frequency of the, device interrupt. Each new multimedia delivery
invokes the creation of an LTS for that session. The initial value of the LTS is set to' zero and
.::;;. /) Q
continues to increase during data transmission. If one of the ?evices in the .LTS becomes blocked, ';:i
I' because of network cong;estton for ei~ample, then !pc skew between the LTS and the device will
o increase. If a specified upper-bound bn the skew factor is reached, t}len the LTS stops ..~~ancing
\);;
, while the device catches up.
NetworksJ,'ypes & Bit Regimes
It has been envi$.4!gedthat a domestic subscriber will select an HDTV (High Definition Television),~
channel that wih be reachable through an'ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) network [:3]. ATM"
based networks ban supper; both variable and co~stant bit, rate services at v~ry high' &i)eeds [10].
Sustained bit rates Is a primary objective of high speed network developers since jitter causes delays
() between packets which implies the need for media syncl:tronization mechanism" in the context of
distributed multimedia. apPliCatiOnS,' Although a Gi~abit network;i,' .ess.nti~IlY a billion.bits per;
second, A™ networks achieving bit rates of 600 Mbps are ~gorized as GigaNets. These
networks are currently under development and will be very ex~nsive in their initial employment.
Nonetheless these bandwidths are necessary for the realization of multimedia libraries in distributed .
I;
1/
systems.
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A GigaNet ISmore than just a high-speed pipe; it must ptovide connecttvity to an unlimited number
of userswith Iow latencies and aeceptable.performance. The problem is whe~rr traditional
protocols such(ias TCPJIP can succeed in delivering the performance th3z~is required for distributed
multimedia services. The commonly av~tlable network prot~,:~Dlsgenerally offer an "all or nothing
approach" [20] to distriquted seryices. Disttibuted multimedia applications need to negotiate, the£-'
bandwidth requiremen!4 with t.i.e u~dercying service network", Tep, ferexample, which exists on
top of IP, pJ?bvides hlgher reliabmty of transmission than UDP [7]. But the protocol and the
intended application Cannot be considered in isolation. Perhaps UDP. with is less reliable and, hence
has less cverhesds, is more conducive to motion picture delivery. Surely the oecasienal lost packet
c: (,. r"l ..... . . cv .' ,. .'. ". . .. .... '. .'. ,.'
is less severe than the retransmission delays in the context of digital video communications? .
Obviously brute strength will provide greater bandwidths as faster' and faster networks continue to
be developed. But just as highways become widened. so does the number of cars on the road
continually increase. And widening highways is p~ a cheap solution, and takes time to construct.
Likewise, the development of faster networks requires time and resources. Network protocols need
to be revised i,n ligh,~of the growing user' community and in anticip~tion of a new generation of
distributed application,s; This l'ep,ol'tdescribes the Capacity Based'J~,'~~,Ssion Reservation pr,otbcol as a
mechanism for performance guarantees. with respect to a distribu{Q~';~~~ultimediaservice (see section
c . 'u
~ ~ G
"Fiber optics is the foundatiol'l. for Gigabit network, but shielded twisted pair Wiring achieves very
.high.speeds torshort distances [3]. In the future, transmission speeds"of up to 2.4 Ghps will be
obtainable over long distances based on development in SONET (Synchronous Optical NETwork).
It is importantto note that when we speak of.:public network speeds we are in fact referring ~:pthe
data rates of switched data services. non-switched private leased lines, or internal n~tworking.
I) Given that the data rates for US public netwotks,have increased by almost 5000% in the last 20
years [23], &igabit networking is immanent. In the. early)910s, data communications were limited
to a speed of 1200 bps. Then we saw the introdrctlon of ISDN (Integrated Services Digital
Network) with bandwidth ~apacity of64 Kbps, snd now T~l carries with a speedof 1.54 Mr;~s are
quite common in modern switched circuits. Today leased lines capable of 45 Mbps are widely
o
available in France, Japan. Britain and the tJSA. Public networks are said to increase by roughly an ..
\1
or~er of magnitude every seven to eigbt;:years [23J. Simple analysis suggests that switched circuitS
wiil cross the gigabit threshold by the year 2005. The demand for bigh-perforrnnnce distributed
applications will certainly pre-empt the emergence of such powerful irifrastructures. Applications'
that will require high speed networking include HDTV; remote supercomputer visualizations, and
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virtual reality. However, the majority of distriuuted services are text based. These applications are
in the kilobit range and wilf probably still be the dominant a.pplication used Q':l the q:faNets of the
future in their initial deployment. t,
Table 1 presentasome of the most common networks and their associated bit rates [I 6.17}.
DVi Hardware & The i750 Processor
In the past 10 years the personal computer has witnessed an explosive increase in the information .__.... -.~-
bandwidth it is capable of handling. Human-computer interfaces have shifted from text and data to
include audio, video. photo-realistic images and animation. Personal computers have moved from" (>
isol::r&denvironments to multi-megabit per second local and wide area networks. . G .t~s.
A distributed multimedia application is driven by the network bandwidth that is available ol/the
system. nvr technology is a combination of hardware and software approaches to the problem df
integrating continuous media into a distributed computing environment supporti~g real ..time"
applications.
o
At the heart ofDVI technology is the i750 chip set developed by Intel. The i7~PPB pixel processor
ii
and the i750DB display processor handle real-time compression and decompression of images,, . ... ... ,
, .. "
audio and video.
GUIs have only been modestly improved upon since their introduction in 1984 with the Apple
Macintosh. Even with advances in VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) technology, we are still
limited to 8-bit graphic cards, and even more interesting is that virtually all personal computers still
rely on the host microprocessor to create and format the display [13]. The i750 video proCessor is
intended to integrate all processing functions required for multimedia in a single programmable
chip set. Separate from the host processor, the i759P1? is responsible for most of the data processing
Page 18
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that pertains to video compression and decompression. The i1S0DB processor performs the real- c
time display functions by generating all the timing signals required to drive display devices.
, ~~
1,",
PVI technology c performs its task 'Using the YUV colour schema. A series of 8-bit samples
,< (> " repr.;se~~tseach of the YUV components. In yuV. the luminance. or brightness infonnation (Y), is
separ~ted from the chreminance, or colou r information (LI and V). Working in the rov drFain
allows various psycho-visual effects to be exploited." The "human visual system does not require "
higli·'frequency data in thei6ig~r domain [6]. Colour information does not ~equire the same
;1 _ \~f
resolution as the luminance information. Without a significant loss in image quality, the YUV f
scheme allows each of colour dimensions be stored at one-half or one-quarter of the luminance
"
component. Luma and chroma information are thus p{~ed in different bitmaps because of their
," .' "
difference j~ resolutions, Chroma information is interpolated up. to the resolution of the luminance
dab~.
/l~
DVI Jechnology is assembled and shipped in what is known as the ActionMedia II. card for real-
'-' ~. . ' -
time video capture and playback. '" V
3. Q,ISTRIBUfED Ml.J~TIMEDIA AND DYNAMIC QoS
A continuous media server has to deliver audio and visual data in 11 timely fashion. To guarantee the
continuity of motion picture delivery. the distributed system ..has to secure the necessary
computational resources (i,e., processor and memory) and ,11&tworkresources. A high-speed network
is the obvious foundation, but traditional protocols are unsuitable'." ",\')ustaining a continuous media v:
o _.., o d' .. . ! (1
connection.
Protocols can be divided into tWo classes : reservation- and non-reservation-based protocols. The
\' Capacity Based Scssi09'::Resel"vation Protocol (CBSRP), dev{(lopr:d at Carnegie Mellon [30], is an
example of a reservat(J~-based protocol. The CBSRP guarantees the e'.Ja'blish~,)it of a real-time
Ii chann~~ with bounded end-to-end d~\r¥'s; it. is well suited tQ the delivery oprontinuous media.
I!Furthermore, this J?rotoc91supp0rt-t; dYl1amicQ08, or dymamic throughput of t[bntinuous media in a
ii. distributed multimedia environment. It has the capability of changing the throughput, Le, the QoS
parameters, of'a continuous media connection dynamically. The CBSRP determines wnethe» a
\ '~,
continuous media session can be created which meets a user's' requested Qo$ parameters. If a
minimum 'quality level can be accommodated then the session is' established. In this distributed
rnultimedia'environment, a system of priorities is used. whereby the throughput or QoS of a session
is guaranteed unless a shortage of resources occurs by the int"oduction of more urgent system tasks.
1\
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The CB'SRP provides real-time sessions by reserving buffers. processor.and nt~twork bandwidth.
't-he reservation of resources is essential for bounded end-to-end delays that are necessary for
v {!
continuous media services in a distributed system. A multimediasession is established between a
sender (multimedia server) and a receiver (user's workstation) if a loa~~is schedulahle under a
speCific deadline. This !s determined by the components of the dynamic QoS system incorporating
tlle CD,SRP. ;\)
The components of a dynamic QoS system are described in Figure 2. When. ~ user requests a
multimedia servlce--e session manager on the user's workstation. reserves the required local
resources and forwards the request to a remote session manager onthe multimedia server. A session
is only success~ullY established if the required resources can be ;~krveclat both the locar' and the
remote machines. A user requests a multimedia session by specifylng a set of QoS parameters. A
range of temporal and spatial parameters determines the different QoS levelsthat can be used
:;\during multimedia delivery. It is emphasized that dynamic control of these parameters is the basis
for dynamic QoS - it allows a user to create QoS levels as a discrete function of the resource load. If
;,.
a session can be created which meets the user's minimal request QoS parameters, then the session is
established. "
A local session manager handles the creation, termination and QoS reconfiguration requests from a
user and communicates these with the remote session manager. A network resource manager
handle& network admission control and resource management. Each machine on the system also has
a system resource manager which communicates with the session manager to determine if the local
resources available are suffrcient for session creation ,with the minimum Qd's parameters. This
manager provides buffer checks and reports the availability of processor reS(~~lrCesto the session
manager upon k'CQl1CSt.
In the Carnegie Mellon [30] implementatio» of the CBSRP, the session manager, systelfi ~"csOl.lrce
manager, and the network resource mp,,~gcr are all kernel objects in their Advanced Real-Time
System (ARTS) disu'ibuted opr~r\atingi· r'rr ..":uls(Jpeing developed ..ut this university. Figure 2 also
shows the way ,the various man/gers itt. '. 'til a dynamic QoS syste~. .
In Figure 2. the receiver (user) requests a mrfltlmedia session to be created. As soon as the local
resources are checked and reserved, the receiver's session manager sends a message to the server's
"session manager requesting a session to be established. ·The QoS parameters arc also communicated
ill the negotiations between local and remote session managers. if bath the session managers can
. ,'.'
service the requests then the session is created, Ryneg6tiation takes place if more user requests are
initiatedi"by the' other ~sers on the sY~Jtell1.If the s~rver can accom~o~ate tbese use~s by de~,.'ading
the QoS of; existing se(~iQ,ns then'These sessions are degraded by session l'ecol1figur~tion messages
between the f?cal and remote session managers.
'.! \)
...---""""'!i" ....
Workstation
o
Multhriedia
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\\ Receiver
Sender
Figure 2, ..T~e components of a dynamic QoS system
The network resource manager, illustrated In Figure 2, maintains network resources through a
network admission control and bandwidth pollcy, A network reservation request by the server's
session manager is admitted based on the type of network, traffic patterns arid,existing sessions. A
new request is qnly serviced if the network capacity available is sufficient for the creation of a new
session without compromising the QoS guarantees of existing sessions.
II QoS parameters i;\rt1 described by temporal (inter-frarne) and spatial (Intra-frame) requirements.', ,,'; , \,~~':)
Visually, spatial paraf1'leters are characterized by picture resolution and colour depth. The temporal
parameter refers to the frame rate. In the auditory domain, the temporal parameter is used to
describe the audio sampling rate, and the spatial parameter refers to mono- or ste~~o~ sound. A
user's requested values for spatial and temporal parameters can be expressed as a finite number of
QoS states, These states are used to contto! the gradual degradation of continuous media services
when the system can 110 longer sustaio/i~ources for optimal service, QuS drops during a shortage
of resources and is restored when tJ.i.ey become available again. Contrast this with a fixed QoS
which implies that a new service request is rejected when the provision .of that service would
endanger previously given guarant~\es (141. A fixed QoS environment can be compared to the
if Pagc21
telephone system where. if a busy signal is received, the user will have to'wait and try agam.
Aclaptive policies such as dynamic QoS introduce flexibility but can only guarantee quality levels
that have.been spccMied by !he,user by means of a set of QoS parameters.
('
This, dynamic control of spatial and temporal parameters is the foundation for dynamic QoS and
represents dynamic throughput in a distribut,ed multimedia environment. Its implementation is
characterized by sessi~~ and resource"management algorithms, network resource management and a
i' . _." . .". ." .'."
petwork admiss~pn control polfcy~ The work done at-Carnegie Mel~pn with the CBSRP only
experimented, with dynamic QoS (~h~ngcs with respect to netw01·kcb~ndwidth. 'It 1S. however,
'\ ! '"
possible to extend this to pmcessol' cy~le~ and s~stem buffers [30].
Another important aspect" of distributed multimedia research is the" continuous media storage
.' ... ... J
" subsystem. It has been suggested that constrained block allocation l22,],wherebysuc~essive blocks
of data are stored on a disk such that the separation time between them does not exceed playback
Q •
time for a data bloc~, is conducive to 1.1 multifuedia server design. Each media. stream is stored on II
multimedia server ill blocks. The way these blocks are organized on the server is important for
jitter-free retrieval of continuous media information, The random all<wation of multim~dia data
blocks may result in a situation where the seek time to found successive blocks exceeds the
playback time 8f tfe media block. The tdm "scattering parru~eter')i [22] is used to des~1tihe the
separation betwc~~,.iblocks. €onstrained block allocation arranges media blocks on the mulrlmedia
c, tj \>
server in such a way that the scattering parameter does n&t exceed the playback duration of ~n'
individual media block. The final area of interest is media svnchronization, which 'WOUld be
Q ~'<.. ."
implemented 011 the ~JlltUnedia server, and on the user's workstation, Audio and visual, media ,;
streams require asynchrony detection and synchronization lllgol'ithm& (this was discussed in the
\,\
previous section).
This report does-net provide an in-depth discussion of all the components 9f a distributed
multimedia environment, Itdoes, however, attempt to evaluate a dynamic Q{)Senvironmen! from a
user point '~fview in terms of clarity and watchabiHty. By experlmentation witt} a specific' QoS
parajneter, namely, frame rate, insigh; is provided 'as to the type of applicati0!is most ~uhyd tn
•• '._.i, . .. (-
distributed multhnedia services for available network resources. \! ,
"\\ '\'; ,~',l,) (\
4~VIDEO CLASSIFICATION SCHEIVIA
The video clas~ificati()n schema (VCS) used in this stu4y categorizes mU1t9;ncdia. or video
information, using three dimensions 'inherent in video messages. They. are : the Temporal (1) nature
I' -
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of th~ data. the Importance of the Auditory ~) message component to?the user in understanding the
tn~:sage, and the importance of the Vi'U~(~ ~age 100ili:user in undqr.~ndi"g the messag~" (
The following figure, Figure 3, illustrates the VCS. Each of T, A and V has two levels, ·'10" an\
uhf', Thus,ve have
c
8 peifuutatio~s of T,A and Vover "lo" and:4hi", (\
(tJ '-..:
Video'lnformation
"I, .)
\;\ c;\ ,,'./,~fr-;"i!~I'
A1YIo A}~li AttM<!' ~~tlfr' 'y '~rl~;
Figure 3" Video CI~~ificati()n Schema (,VCS) 'J (1
. I'
1\',"'_ {'
Tis the most easily explained aspect of the yes. Tis proportionafio the compresgion ra~} 1!~4tJS
!
obtainable for a particular video. classification. By compressing. different video segments fam~)got;::t\
Tlo and in Thi we.were able to quantify this aspect of th~ VCS. It was found that video in TIl;\
required significa~ily more storage space (bytes). 01) average, man for video in Tlo. Thu§; the
compression ratios for Tbi are considerably lower than for Tlo. ~his implies that Tlo data is less
demanding on a network than TM data. (It is suspected that even greater resource savings cquld he
measured if the captured v,\deo material was" from LaserDisc instead of a consumer-grade VCR.
These suspicions were justified, in part" by comparing compression ratios of informatien captured
j'
6'
from "test signal" input devlces.)
/J
(!
ij
L
A and V are more d;t'ficult to define. It WOUld, of course be possible to uSr, direct physical
expression of sound energy and visual niatrix, but' these options typically make statements only of
the ..tr.~nsmiltet1message components, nut of the: re lative importanljl' of these components 10 the ...
user. Therefore, in the ves we place emphasis on the structure ~f al~scr's subjective appraisals of
auditory and visual aspects of video messages. To retain thd' ¢ological validity [4] of these,
judgments the-present l'~search uses Ilmethod of structured i'ating~ ~f auditory and visual message
components as the basis for the VCS.Tw~nty respondents were eachl,:showneighty short video clips
taken from a wide variety of'\messag(~ typ~s. including sport, actu~ility, c()medy, etc. Users were
asked to rate each video clip on a seven pojnt Likert [21] scale for. firstly., the contribution made by
, \~/
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the auditbrar message component to the overall message and tne'n 'the visual and temporal
components .. Inter-rater reliabilities on a test trial were assessed as being In the range of r :::0.65 to
r ,:.,0.91. We used these average ratings of the video clip samples to establish the most discrepant '0
clips on each dimension; labeling each "lo" @d "hill. These were then assembled in tentts of each
(Alo.Ahil, {Vlo, Vhil and {Tlo,Thi}. Three representatives of each class were taken; arranged across
G
the ):€vels of reduced frame rates (R) : 5, 10 and 15; thus forming 24 interacting categories
(T2xA2XV2XR3). It is important to note that the categorization into Alo• Vhi. etc. was m~eby'raters
watching video information at the default VCR frame rate. However, respondetlt~ in the
experimental trials were asked to vt~Wvideo information at reduced frame rates only.
Examples of video information representative of each class in the ,VCS, as was used in the
experiment. are shown in Table L
I!
,.._" A",,,l(i_V~W__ ,,~..2[O/ Test Pattern
Al()~ld Snooker
J}
Thi
AlaV11) '>ij; Station Break
AjQYhi SporungHighligllts
!, Talk Show
T~b~e1 ..Video cl~sificfltion examples //
S.METHOD.
The aim of this experiment was r.) access the watchability of different video classifications (in the
<.-'
Yes) in the context of dynamic Q03. The results provide insigt"t into the practicality of this
djstrib~~ multi.Media apPf""h ;,d a guide to the network bandWid.th that is necessary for specific
multimedia app~catio~s. ~." ? ,
It is this report's argumel~t that there are perceived differences in the quality of a vi«eo window~ a
multitasking windowed environment. dictated by the message content in differeht types of video
material. By manipUlating the independes; variables: Temporal characteristic, Auditory ri-Aessage
"_ _.. _ - - _. - - - - //.,:,1
component •.Visual Message component and frame Rate. significant differences are observed with
il
respect to the dependent variable, namely.,the measure ofwatchahility.
o
Again, to preserve the ecological validity of video wJndow viewing tasks, subjects were involved in
a spell checking primary task while shadowing a video window u; a secondary task. The primary
Ii.
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task used Microsoft's Word For Wi'l1dows .2.0 which is typical of a OUI word processing
application. A third task, involving an on-line data collection tool, was used to record a subject's
rating of a particular video 9lip.
~ubjeds were asked to ~sess the quality of different video information from.the 8 classes 61' the
ves for the 3 different fra~e rates (though they. were unaware of the YeS). They were asked to
make global judgments about the quality of each video clip in terms of message and watchability,
In ordesto form the basis for each subject's judgments, a stal1dardi:r.eo·set of Ttes was read to each
volunteer before the~ began. TIle experime?~ independent ~f~ables were ~;¥)ed on T,A, Vand R.
The experimental dependent variable was a composite measurtof' watchability,
The subjects were 60 undergraduate volunteers from computer science who were all familiar with
GUI environments. An instruction sheet was read to each subject beforehand. This in~luded. an
explanation of the tasks they would be performing, Three examples of video clips, similar to those
used in the experimental trials, were shownbeforehand at a rate of 30 frames per second. These
were said to be of "normal" quality' and WC1'ethus rated 7 on the rating scale. They were told to '.;:"
make judgments as to when theyJelt that the picture quali\,y was becoming less acceptable in terms
of audio and visual message quality and clarity. These dimensions were explained to each
respondent in order to focus the basis of their rating judgments. They were also toHlnot to confuse
the size of the video window with the quality of its contents. Full screen video windows are more
representative of brQa9Fast television, in which case, we would be ~iUng with nmlIog media.
Furthermore, the ecological validity of the experiment is described by multitasking environments
illllstrated by concurrent windowed tasks .
.' . 0 "
A 486.PC with a DVI ActionMedia II card r~nnlir!lgMicrosoft's Window~ 3.1 was used as the
experimentation platform. AVHS VCR was, plugged directly into the DVI card which was used to
digitize video in real.dme('or display ~ith Microsoft's Video For Windows . .f\ 64()x480 256-colour
VGA mode was used with·a video window sampling at a resolution of 160x120 pixels. Sound' was
provided by using a Sound Blaster Pro card. TW0 VGA screens were attached to. the VGA card
\\
using a VGA splitting device, The ,rquipment used in the experiment is illustrated in Figure 4.
The two screens pictured in Figure 4 were identical. T,~e second screen is deliberately made smaller
h, this figure to emphasize that it was only used for monitortng purposes. This gave the researcher
an identical view of the subject's screen so that the subject's progress could be monitored. The use
of two screens adds to the ecological validity (with respect to the 1;SC1') of a typical GUI
o
V
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~~jronment. Personal computers got their name by the fact that desktop users are characterized by
n QUI featuring one'mouse, one screen. and of course. one u~r.
TlISk2
VGA
o
Video J!or
Window,
c>
VCR
VGA
\)0 DVI
Scundblaster
Figure 4 ..The components of.the experiment
For the primary taskeach subject had to spell check a document (deliberately filled with spelling
mistakes) at a rate of 10 to 20 words per minute while monitoring the video window. Two monitors
were used: one for the subject and one for the researcherjo monitor the subject's progress. Each
video clip required a randomized frame rate to be entered 111toVideo For Windows without the
subject's kllowieq,ge of what the frame rate was. Their screen was covered in this process so as to
I] avoid biasirig. After setting the frame rate. the VCR was started and the subject began the spell
checking task for the dJlration of the clip.
After each clip, of the 24 clips shown, there was 5 seconds of noise to indicate that the subject must
stop the spell checking tusk and enter a rating of watchability in the rating task. The researcher
st?ppcd the VCR and only started it again once tho rating was entered. Eath randomized frame rate
was recorded on paper (by the researcher) for each individual clip. This procedure continued for aU
24 clips. A measure was also recorded of the progress that the subject made in the spell checking
task: This was used to access if a broadly uniform pace was adhered to for each subject during their
participation,
I',
"
Each subject was exposed to all the test conditions in random order. Each person acte(1 as their own
control, Thus a randomized blocks repeated measures design [8] was used. This desJgn exaptin~s
the variation within each ..subject,
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The ~rtacollected for each subject was ~aved to disk. The recorded frame rates were entered into
the computer and saved to disk by the researcher affer each subject had completed their final trial,
and then. th~ data was sorted in ascending order. from .1 to 24. 1\ll 60 data files were then
"concatenated to produce a 24 x 60 tab\p. This data file,was then passed to SAS [26] where a 2-way
ANOYA was peponned. ~ 0
6~RESULTS
"
Data yielde~by th~experimental method takes the form of a 24 x 60 matri~of rating scores. The 24
independent ~ri~e conditions represen!, exhausti ve far;torinl· combl nations of T,A. V and ii.
factors. Table '\shows the mean ratings for each condition. cTable 3 sh~ws the mean ratings f(jrthe
levels of each ~~tor over each condition. Table 4 summarizes the results (main effects and'
interactions) from the repeated measures ANOV A. Table 5 shows the results of planned
comparisons between frame rates (levels of R).
(,
~:~.. __ ~=.~i:-.-:-:r....·.~---')- ..- .] u
Table 2 .. Mean ratings for each condition
\?
Rs
r.
R10 ,RlS .'
6.3 ..6.2 6.4
3.3 4.8 5.1..,...__....,.
3.5 (] 5.2 5.9n
3.0 5.1 5.7
5.9 t 6.3 6.5L
4.2 ([) 5.6 o 6.0
4.9 ". ,) 6.45.9
4.5 5.7 6.0
" ..Table 3 ..Mean ra~ings f(Jr the levels of e~ch factor over each conditiol)c~
Source Sum of Squares d.C. Mean Square F Pr:>F
54.09 0.0001T 135.06 1 135.06
Error II 147.32 59 2.50k ~ ~ ~,--------~-------
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" """r-
A 60.43 ,J 1 60.43 68.40 0.0001
f.,!
Error 52.11 59 0..88 c'
V 267.81
'I
1 267~81 178..74 0.0001
'S
0
Error 88.40 5~ 1.50 »
623.11 2
c
d~OOO1R 311.56 305.59'
c o
Error ~20.3a 118 1.02
T*A 15.01 1 15.01 " 11.44 0.0013
Error 77.37 \\59 1.31
T*V c. 17.12 ~~/ i 17.12 17.54 a.oom
, Etl;'or '" 57.60 59 0.98
"
A*V 113.91 " 113.91 88.85 0.0001
Error 65.64 0 59 1.28 "
7'*R 8.15 2 4.08 3.40 0.0368
Error 141.60 118 1.20
A*R 52.19 2 26.10 29.64 0.0001
Error 103.90 118 0.88 \1
V*R 49.13 2 24.56
:<1
31.24 O.QOOI
Error 92.79 118 0.79
T*A*V 24.81
((
1 24.81 25.28 ,,0.6001
/1 .:::::~
57.90'Error 59 0.98
T*A*R 23.71 2 11.86 11.7:t3 0.0001
Error l1Q:04 J18 un
T*V*R 4.03 2
1\ ,
2.01 2.45 0,0905
Error 96.89 118 0.82 "
A*V*R 2
,
27']5 13.58 ;:;{'t~ 14.51 ,OJ)OOl
Error ,110.43 118 0.94
T*A*V*R 0.46 2 0.23 0.24 0:7883
Error 114.45 J18 0.97
c
Table 4 ..Summat:y of the results from the repeated measures ANOVA
()
§puree
RsVSRlO
Error
Sum of Squares
"
5133.75
,d.f.
1
" 59
"
-0
Mean Snuare "F
5133.75 356.66
14.39
Pr>F_, _....,
0.0001
849.25
(I
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RIO VS R15 5$)5.35
:" Error 553.65
r-~-----4~------~--'~~--------r------------r--"~----~~--'-'----~Rj'VS RU) 9225.60 ,/:,,'( 4. u 9225.60 366.69 10.0001
(1 • ~~,,:\:::~""/
Error 1484.40 59 25.16
~'" 1,
59
595~35
9.38
63-44-, 0.0001
o
-,
Table 5 ..Plaijned comparison.~between frame rates (levels of R)~ . '" .;. ')
,
:r"DISCUSSIONv
Table 2 shows the differences in mean ratings for each of the factors T.A and V between the Ievets
ulo" and "hi": Table 3 shows an inte~'psting set of differences between the respective "10" and "hi"" A
levels of the factors T,A and V. all significant aBhe p < O.OOO11evel(Table 4). nus confirms the
1:\,; " , ' .
Basis of the VCS in terms of subjects' di~.p0sition to be influenced by each of these factors
differentially. Of importance is the opposite effects of T and Von rated watchability, wit1~!VIe> rated
higher in the experimental conditions (all conditions consisting ()f videos sltbwn at R levels
degraded from normal) than Vhi, hut with T/zt rated higher than Tlo. This, together with the highly
significant TxV interaction (p < 0.0001" but the non-significant Tx.Vx.R interaceion (p > 0.05)
suggests a differential effect on user acceptance over different levels of R, with T and V working in
opposition to vtewer perception, which has important implications for dynamic throughput in a
c distributed multimedia environment. c
-_ u .. o
Tlowas fougd to be-less acceptable at lower frame rates for the message content situation of AhNhi.
" ,;')
III other words. when a dynamic QoS parameter such as the frame rate R is changed for Tto. the
effect is more noticeable than for TM in the case of AhiVhi. This is further evinced by the differential
F values and associated p levels apparent in the,,1XR.Ax'V. VXR and AxR interactions (Table 4) with
. Q
much stronger effects brongh; out by A, Vand R combinations than TxR on its own across A and V
combinat~ons.
This is contrary to'the expectation that Tlo data woulg have less:noticeable differences than Thi data
because of the static nature of Tto. This finding is interesting since Tlo achieves high compression
li
even when sampled at a low frame rate.
\i
Finally. and rather reass~ringly, the very strong main effect for R across all conditionk (p < 0.0001 ~
Table 4) supports the fundamental premise that frame rate reduction itself leads to progressively
lower ratings of user ace-prance in terms (If overall watchability. Moreover. the significant
1,;,
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odifferences (p < OJJool ~ Table 5) between RS, RIO and H15 confirm the extent to which
watchability beco~es eroded with each ste~~ise decrease in frame rate,
Ii . ... .."
, :::«1. FRAMES RATES, DYNAMIC QoS AND BAl};bWIDTH
Dynamic throughput in a distributed multimedia environment is characterized by the deliberate
o . (~I
degradation of cpntinuous media parameters in an. effort to accommodate a greater number of
concurrent real-time sessions. Dropping the frame, rate of a continuous media "stream yields
.'i· -._" _
desirable effects with respect to available network bandwidth ~.by decrea.~ing network traffic it is
possible to support a greater number of concurrent multimedia sessions.
';The results from the experiment provide us with a guideline as to the watchability of video material
from the different classes in the ves for varying Ievels of frame rate degradation. Table 6
summarizes user perception 'of different videQ classifications 'over degraded levels 'of R. It also
, . (I
includes the default frame rate which by deflnition corresponds to a quality level. orwatchability, of
o
100%.
5 10 15 30
TlnAlnV,o 90 89 91 100
TtnAloVhi 47 69 73 ,y 100-
TzoAhiVlo 50 74 84 o-. 100
TloAhNhi 43 73 0 , 8.1 100
: '84 cs " 90 93 100TIJiAJoVlo :i-
ThiAlnVhi J ~\ 60 80 86
"
100" .")
Th;AhiVzo 70 84 0 91 100
u
~pThiA,h;Vhi 0 64 81 ;) 86 100
" - 0
Table 6 ..Expected watcb~~mtYexpressed as a percentage for V~.~~jd~~1~Y~frame tates
.:')._.J 1,_
Figure 2 illustrates the effects 'of frame difference compression /(;:thg;:,iCfPl~~\, \ch) 1''01' video
classified as Tzq and Thi. These results 'were obtained by comp~~~lg 'it 30 sprfond~~inple from each
'of the 24 video (jjps used in the experimental trials. Averaging the resulting file'i~~es"yields (wo
distinct cQ~presSiQn classes, namely, TIl' and Thi. A value 'of 'one in every 20~ramestvas specified
as the reference frame period. It is interesting to note that Thi video achieves less impressiveu
compression ratios than eTto when sampled at low frame rates. This can be explained by the fact that
Thi is dynamic in nature and by definiti~~i this implies that Thi datil. has more pronounced frame,
'1\__ (,! i} C' ,f
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differences when sampled at lower r~\fjJ. (It is emphasizedthat more significa~t differences with
respect to conwression ratios would 00 observed if a LaserDisc was used as the innv' video source
instead of a C6r1sumer grade VCR,,)
c
.' F!'ames per Second
u
f' ,
o Figure 2. Vid~o f'i\le$izeVS frame rate for flo and Thi
Tables 7 and 8 show the bandwidth "that ,isrequired for video classified as tlo and Thi l'especdvefy,
o • r
over d~graded levels of R, and the expected watchability that is assoclated with each combination of
t:A~V and R. The default frame fate is included in each table, which by definition eorresponds to a
o quality level. or watcbab~lity. of 100%. These tables are illustrated in Figures J and 4, respectively.
'! \j."\\
~ (1
115 Khps 200 Kbps 260 Kbl)S 480 Kbps
('
TloAloVlo 90 89 91 100
TtoAloVhi " !'47 69 73 100
'I TtoAhiVlo 50 74 84 100
TlnAhiVht 43 73 ..... 81 100~
Table 7 ..Expected. watch ability expressed ''ii; a percentage for
rio vcs classes VS Til) bandWidths
165Kbps ,300 Kbpl!l 350 Kbps 670 l{bps
Page:U
oTable 8 ..Expected watchability expressed as a percentage for
1':
J,'hi VCS classes V~}~~ibandwidths
o ~,c ~. ,c;;J V;' '_". .. . '
From Figures :3 and 4 itis P6ssib~~rmulate gUide1i~lbsas to the"n~twork bandwidth that yi~lds a
minimal user acceptance level, ':~rwatchability; for various video applJcations in a dynamic QoS
environment. F~r example. a music vi~eo application, cla..~ified as hiAhiVhi, will achieve more
than 80% watchability for networkba~46)tidtbs of 300 Kb~ or tllon'§. '" "
c 1
Other guidelines Call be derived that pertain to the number ~fconcurrent users that can be suppo~d
by a multimedia server for. a specific level of user a_~geptan,=e,01 watehablllty, for 8J particular
multimedia application. For example. an FDDl network ~ll\'a ~andwidth of 100 Mbps, can supp6ri
about 149 users (assuming no protocol overhead) for video classified as ThiAlOVio \\lith 100%
watchability, But, Figure 4 suggests that-It can supporCwell over 600 users with abput 80%
wat~hability for the same video classification (again. assuming no protocol overbea4).
(j . ').. .. i.
()
o (I
o
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C',"I
300 4QO
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,
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i
"
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Fig\ue 4 • Expected wutchabmty expressed as a percentage VS 1'hi bandwidths
for 1'hi~!CSclasses
Fuahermore, we can conclude that if you cut the hundwidth of Thi ves.classes in half, there win be
a 20% decrease (on average" (le ,:vatchnbilidi of those classes. And if you cut the bandwidth of
\ \. '
Tlo yeS classes in half, thl. .' ~Hbe a 30% decrease (on average) in the watchability of those
classes. Therefore, Tlo i~more susceptible (l) changes in bandwidth, which is directly relatedto
if
changes in frame raws.
\\
An interesting observation is the logical order of ves classtx~' in Tlo and Thi with reopecr to the
relationship between watchability and bandwidth. In decreasing order (from 100% downwards), we
have the following logical order .f/or Tto and Thi, respectively: Tl(0.ZoVlo, TloAhiVzo. Tl(Am'Vili,
TloAlo Vhi and TFliAloV'c,. T,II'lihiVlo. ThiAhi Vlti, T;);A/oVizi'
9. CONCLUSION
i D
A muli\n~c~!hl on..demand server is constrained by the number of users tha! it can support
concul'rcllt1y. This constraint is a result of network congestion in light of the large datu load that is
characteristic of continuous media. Dynamic QoS attempts iCl ane\l~ate the problem 'of network
?II
[/
<l [( i
'l 0 " II
II
congestion, to some extel'lt. 'by degrading the qu~nty of service o'r individual user sessions, t~~as
making more bandwidth available. Othci) baRdwidth saving approaches may ,Include intelli~bnt
buffering en the users' side by statistically analyZing bandwidth patterns of mulVme~~a ii;)F~Jmation"o
stor~d on the server. Either way. th~ effects on user perception are not ~valuateGf in ariyof thrse
mathem~~d models: It is obvious that the watchability of multimedia iDfonnat~bll changes ~rith
physical degradation. But not so obvious is the e1j:te,ntof ~Iischange Wifh,res~~ii¢O psycl1010gllcal
aspect'> such as auditory and vi$ual message •.and temp<>Jiar~,11assification. ;,1 Ii
\1 /' 1/ 'I 'ii
The ves that has been presented in ~i$.report onl~eSCriJ~s s-_pecific c?ntinuous!btCdia situatij~n,
The realization of.;i full-length trioti~;l1:~icture classificiltion is .deseribed by ~,comhinatio~~ of
,/7 ..;
classes from the Yes. Perhaps this is the basis for statistioal ana1ysj~'of bandwldth-assoeiated with .
multimedia information. It would definitely be of interest 1;0 investigate such a pd~ihi1ity in future'?
~. . . ,)" " ,)\
research.
\\
Dynamic throughput is by no means La intermediate step in the realization {\f an unconstrained
multimedia on-demand service. Adaptive algorithms will continually be required since there" is' no
"
upper bound on tile eomplexity of user rCquircrne~~
The telephone companies of the world arc the key to digi~,l informAtion transmission, Their move
ii
to digital communication mechanisms provides the fc.'uudation for distributed multimedia
\
applications in the computing world. But most of these (~ptnpanies are prohibited by law from
\) . . i,
providing cable television services. Thus it is nqt surprising that the current technology typical of
1 c· "
today's digital telephone networks is not, ir. its present f()nn~l\ifea..,<;ihlefor the~arge~s{'ale: deliveryof
multimedia information to residential customers [29J. Regul~\tions placed ontelephone companies
are currell~.y under reexamination with many [ll'Ospects be~~nri'ing to surfa~e. In die future, the
public switched network will serve a greater role as an infornl!~(ion distribution channel [25J.
(;
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